Abstract SigniWcant progress has been made in understanding the functional organisation of the cell nucleus. Still many questions remain to be answered about the relationship between the spatial organisation of the nucleus and the regulation of the genome function. There are many conXicting data in the Weld making it very diYcult to merge published results on mammalian cells into one model on subnuclear chromatin organisation. The Wssion yeast, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, over the last decades has emerged as a valuable model organism in understanding basic biological mechanisms, especially the cell cycle and chromosome biology. In this review we describe and compare the nuclear organisation in mammalian and Wssion yeast cells. We believe that Wssion yeast is a good tool to resolve at least some of the contradictions and unanswered questions concerning functional nuclear architecture, since S. pombe has chromosomes structurally similar to that of human. S. pombe also has the advantage over higher eukaryotes in that the genome can easily be manipulated via homologous recombination making it possible to integrate the tools needed for visualisation of chromosomes using live-cell microscopy. Classical genetic experiments can be used to elucidate what factors are involved in a certain mechanism. The knowledge we have gained during the last few years indicates similarities between the genome organisation in Wssion yeast and mammalian cells. We therefore propose the use of Wssion yeast for further advancement of our understanding of functional nuclear organisation.
Introduction
More and more experimental data have highlighted the importance of the organisation of the cell nucleus in gene regulation and chromosome maintenance (de Wit and van Steensel 2009; Misteli and Soutoglou 2009) . The cell nucleus is a highly organised organelle with speciWc subnuclear structures such as the nuclear membrane containing the nuclear pores. In addition, there are several non-membrane enclosed nuclear structures such as the nucleoli, splicing speckles, cajal bodies and gems that are thought to be self-organising (Matera et al. 2009 ). DiVerent types of chromatin, transcriptionally active euchromatin and silent heterochromatin are kept separated in the nuclear space. However, understanding the rules that govern this type of organisation that in turn inXuence gene activity has turned out to be a challenging task. There are conXicting experimental results that has lead to several theories on the functional organisation of the human cell nucleus. More experiments are necessary to make a more complete picture of the nucleus. The use of model organisms such as the Wssion yeast, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, can be a good complement to studies of mammalian cell culture cells for increasing our understanding of the functional nuclear landscape. Fission yeast has the advantage of being easily manipulated genetically and moreover, has a similar chromosome structure as human cells. The basic organisation unit of chromatin, the nucleosome, is similar between Communicated by P. Sunnerhagen.
human and yeast cells and in addition Wssion yeast and human cells shares homologues proteins, such as HP1 proteins, bound to the nucleosomes in the heterochromatic regions.
In this review article we go through the basic knowledge of chromatin; how various histone modiWcations make up diVerent types of chromatin and how these diVerent types are kept separated in the cell nucleus. We will also discuss the similarities and diVerences between chromatin structure in Wssion yeast and human cells. We will end with a comparison between the current knowledge about the organisation of the human and Wssion yeast nuclei. With that as a starting point, we will discuss future directions for the study of nuclear organisation using Wssion yeast as a model system.
Chromatin in eukaryotic cells
The basic organisation unit of chromatin, the core nucleosome, is made up of histone proteins with 147 bp of DNA wrapped around it with 1.7 turns. The nucleosome is an octamer with two of each of four diVerent histones, namely: H2A, H2B, H3 and H4. In higher eukaryotes histone H1 binds to the core nucleosome at the DNA exit, stabilising the nucleoprotein complex. Linker DNA connects the core histones with each other. The nucleosome repeat length in human chromatin is around 185 bp, while S. pombe has a shorter repeat length of 154 bp (Jiang and Pugh 2009; Lantermann et al. 2010) . The histone proteins are rich in basic amino acids such as lysine and arginine and thus interact well with the negatively charged DNA. How the chromatin is organised into higher order structures above the nucleosome level is still not clear, but it is known that the chromatin forms a 30 nm Wbre, although the exact nature of this Wbre still remains to be resolved (Dorigo et al. 2004; Robinson et al. 2006) . Most researchers seem to agree that the 30 nm Wbre forms loop structures, but whether or not other higher order structures are formed above the 30 nm Wbre is not well understood and it is under much debate. In mammalian cells each chromosome has its own space within the cell nucleus forming the so-called "Chromosome Territories" (CTs). However, the degree of intermingling between these CTs is under debate (Dehghani et al. 2005; Cremer and Cremer 2006; Branco and Pombo 2007) . Moreover, the CTs are oriented with the active genes towards the nuclear centre, and regions with low gene activity are found at the nuclear periphery (Fedorova and Zink 2008; Guelen et al. 2008) . The genes that are associated with the nuclear periphery changes as cells go through diVerentiation, and there is a strong correlation between cells leaving the nuclear periphery and subsequent activation of a gene (Peric-Hupkes et al. 2010) .
Histone modiWcations
DiVerent types of nucleosomes with diVerent kinds of histone modiWcations and histone variants are crucial for setting up distinct types of chromatin of which there are two basic types in the cell nucleus: euchromatin and heterochromatin. Euchromatin is gene dense and many genes within euchromatin are transcriptionally active. Heterochromatin, on the other hand, is gene poor, with a low transcription level and it also contains many repeated sequences. Histone marks commonly associated with euchromatin are: acetylated histones and methylation of lysine 4 on histone H3 (H3K4Me2/3). Heterochromatin, is characterised by: low acetylation levels and methylation of histone H3 at lysine 9 (H3K9Me2/3).
It is mainly the unstructured N-terminal tails that protrude from the core nucleosome that is post-translationally modiWed on many diVerent amino acids through the addition, removal or replacement of for example methyl-or acetylgroups. DiVerent combinations of histone modiWcation patterns have been suggested to form the so-called 'histone code' (Jenuwein and Allis 2001) . How to read this code is not fully understood, but advances over the last decade have increased our understanding of how it is deciphered. The modiWcations create binding platforms for diVerent chromatin modifying enzymes as well as proteins with structural functions in chromatin formation. In addition, acetylation of lysine residues causes a change in the charge of the histone protein, from basic to neutral, thus weakening the interaction between the histone and DNA within the nucleosome. This is thought to lead to a more open chromatin that would promote transcription. Importantly, these covalent histone modiWcations are reversible thereby making it possible to switch between diVerent chromatin states, for example, between active euchromatin and transcriptionally inactive heterochromatin (Ekwall 2005; Mosammaparast and Shi 2010) . DiVerent histone modiWcations are created by distinct groups of enzymes. The addition of an acetyl-group to the histones is performed by histone acetyltransferases (HATs), while histone deacetylases (HDACs) removes the acetyl mark (Table 1) . There are HATs and HDACs with broad substrate speciWcity as well as those with more narrow targets. For example, the HDAC Clr3 in S. pombe is speciWc for histone H3K14, while the HDAC Clr6 from the same organism has a broad activity, being able to deacetylase all tested acetyl marks Wiren et al. 2005) . The HDACs can be divided into three diVerent classes. Class I and II have a similar enzymatic activity, while class III or Sirtuins (from the founding member Sir2 from budding yeast), uses a diVerent chemistry being nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD + ) dependent. Histone methyltransferases (HMTs) and histone demethylases (HDMs) all have a more narrow activity for one or two speciWc histone lysine residues. HMTs transfer one, two or three methyl groups onto a lysine residue 123 via their SET domain. There are two diVerent families of HDM enzymes that remove the methyl groups. The Wrst utilises a Xavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) dependent oxidative reaction where formaldehyde is generated during demethylation (Shi et al. 2004 ). The founding member of this family is LSD1 that has the capacity to remove mono-or dimethyl-group bound to H3K4 or H3K9 (Shi et al. 2004; Metzger et al. 2005) . In S. pombe there are two such enzymes while the budding yeast is devoid of this enzyme family (Table 1) (Lan et al. 2007 ). These two Wssion yeast enzymes are important for setting up the boundaries between diVerent types of chromatin (see below) (Lan et al. 2007 ). Moreover, another family of HDM proteins called the Jumonji family also possessess demethylase activity (Balciunas and Ronne 2000; Tsukada et al. 2006 ). This family of HDMs can in addition to demethylation of mono-and dimetylatedlysines also demethylate trimethylated histone marks (Mosammaparast and Shi 2010) . In addition to modiWcations of the canonical core histones, nucleosomes can also contain histone variants contributing to the nucleosome property (Talbert and HenikoV 2010) .
DNA methylation
In mammalian cells as in many eukaryotic cells from many diVerent kingdoms the DNA can be methylated. The methylation occurs on cytosine residues of DNA (5-methylcytosine). In mature mammalian cells the methylation is present where there is a cytosine followed by a guanosine, CpG, while in embryonic stem cells and other species also CpA, CpT or CpC can be methylated (Chen et al. 2008; Lister et al. 2009; Zemach et al. 2010) . The extent of DNA methylation is also diVerent between diVerent species, 4% of all cytosines are methylated in human Wbroblast cells, while in Drosophila melanogaster 0.1-0.05% of the cytosines are in the methylcytosine form (Gowher et al. 2000; Lister et al. 2009 ). DNA methylation is associated with transcriptional repression, but also occurs throughout the coding regions of active genes (Zemach et al. 2010 ). There is cross talk between DNA methylation and histone modiWcations (Chen et al. 2008) . DNA methylation is associated with high levels of H3K9Me2/3 and low levels of H3K4Me2/3. Some fungi, like Neurospora crassa, have DNA methylation, while yeast lacks this modiWcation (Antequera et al. 1984; Rountree and Selker 2010) .
Heterochromatin
The H3K9Me2/3 methylation in heterochromatin is carried out by several types of SET domain proteins, among them are the founding member of HMTs, Su(var)3-9 in Drosophila, and its homologues SUVAR39H1 and SUVAR39H2 in human cells (Rea et al. 2000) . In S. pombe the Su(var)3-9 homologue is named Clr4 (Table 1) (Ivanova et al. 1998 ). The H3K9Me2/3 mark is one of the best-understood histone modiWcations, since it creates a binding site for the structural component of heterochromatin, namely Heterochromatin Protein 1 (HP1). Both the H3K9Me2/3 mark and HP1 are well conserved among human, the fruitXy and Wssion yeast (Bannister et al. 2001) . In Wssion yeast the HP1 protein is named Swi6 (Fig. 1 ). Budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, on the other hand lacks H3K9Me2/3 as well as HP1 proteins (Table 1) . The DNA in heterochromatin typically contains repeated sequences, for example the human pericentromeric heterochromatin is made up of tandem arrays of the 171 bp long -satellite repeat . In the Wssion yeast all the heterochromatic areas contain full or parts of the dg and dh repeats (Verdel and Moazed 2005) . The environment in heterochromatin hampers transcription, although this is not absolute. In S. pombe a low level of transcription, especially during the S-phase of the cell cycle, is necessary for establishing the pericentromeric heterochromatin (Chen et al. 2008) . Interestingly, it is Swi6, the structural component of heterochromatin, which recruits Jumonji protein Epe1 that in turn recruits RNA polII that transcribes the dg and dh repeats of the centromere (Zofall and Grewal 2006) . Moreover, in the fruitXy, D. melanogaster, there are quite a large number of genes located in heterochromatin that remain active, and for many of these, the heterochromatic environment itself appears important for their activity (Fedorova and Zink 2008) .
Facultative and constitutive heterochromatin
Heterochromatin can be further divided into two diVerent subtypes, facultative and constitutive heterochromatin. Constitutive heterochromatin is stable and rarely changes epigenetic states. Facultative heterochromatin, on the other hand is unstable, can change expression states and will vary among diVerent cell types. Constitutive heterochromatin is necessary in forming important chromosome structures. Around the centromeres, where the microtubuli binding kinetochore is formed, a function essential for pulling the sisterchromatids apart during cell division, the pericentromeric heterochromatin is found. Also the ends of the chromosomes, the telomeres, are accompanied by subtelomeric heterochromatin. Both human and Wssion yeast chromosomes contain pericentromeric heterochromatin, while this is lacking in the budding yeast. In S. pombe the pericentromeric heterochromatin is important for attracting cohesion that holds the two sister chromatids together and set up the bi-oriented kinetochores before entry into segregation during mitosis (Bernard et al. 2001; Sakuno et al. 2009 ). However, this function of the pericentromeric heterochromatin does not seem to be conserved in human cells (Serrano et al. 2009 ).
There are also additional parts of the genome that contain constitutive heterochromatin, for example S. pombe has a specialised region of chromosome 2 that contains the information required for mating (Fig. 1) . Here the mat1 locus is expressed and contains either P or M information. The genetic information in the mat1 locus can switch due to exchange of information with one of the two silent storage cassettes: mat2-P containing the P cell information and mat3-M harbouring the M cell speciWcity. The cassettes, mat2-P and mat3-M, are found in a 16 kb heterochromatic region enriched in HP1 proteins and as a result these cassettes are transcriptionally repressed. In S. pombe the constitutive heterochromatin is found at the nuclear periphery. The centromeres are attached to the spindle pole body (SPB), and the matingtype region is closely associated with the centromeres (Chikashige et al. 1997; Alfredsson-Timmins et al. 2007) (Fig. 2) . The telomeres are attached to the nuclear membrane at the opposite side of the cell nucleus, as compared to the SPB, in proximity to the nucleolus (Chikashige et al. 1997 (Chikashige et al. , 2009 (Fig. 2) . This linear arrangement of the chromosomes in the interphase nucleus is diVerent from the round CTs found in mammalian cells. Constitutive heterochromatin in human cells, in contrast to yeast, is Fig. 1 The mating-type region in Wssion yeast contains a region with heterochromatin. The nucleation of heterochromatin formation occurs at cenH (dotted box) a region with 96% identity to the centromeric dg and dh repeats (Grewal and Klar 1997 found in the interior of the cell nucleus where it forms dense bodies (Fedorova and Zink 2008) . Human cells also contain facultative heterochromatin, which is unstable and can change expression states. The regions that are contained in facultative heterochromatin can presumably diVer between developmental stages and cell types. In human cells facultative heterochromatin is commonly found at the nuclear periphery (Fedorova and Zink 2008) . Interestingly, S. pombe also contain limited amounts of facultative heterochromatin. A few genes, like ssm4 + and mei4 + , induced during meiosis are enriched in H3K9Me2/3 and HP1 protein (Cam et al. 2005) . However, at least the ssm4 + gene does not associate with the other heterochromatic regions at the nuclear periphery but is found in the centre of the cell nucleus (Alfredsson-Timmins et al. 2009 ). To what degree is the heterochromatin responsible for setting up the organisation of the cell nucleus? Indeed, there are some studies indicating that heterochromatin is acting as an organiser of the chromatin. Regions of heterochromatin tend to aggregate. For example, the pericentromeric heterochromatin is found in one to a few clusters in the cell nucleus of organisms as diverse as yeast, Drosophila and human (Taddei et al. 2004) . In Drosophila all the heterochromatic regions of the genome cluster together forming the chromocenter. Another striking example from the fruitXy is the somatic pairing of the homologous chromosomes leading to silencing of the brown gene by the dominant action of the brownD allele. The brownD allele contains a big insertion of heterochromatin that drags not only the brownD allele, but also the wild-type brown allele to the chromocenter and thus performs silencing in trans (Csink and HenikoV 1996) .
Chromodomain proteins
An important component of heterochromatin is the HP1 proteins that are bound to nucleosomes with an H3K9Me2/3 mark via their N-terminal chromodomain (Bannister et al. 2001) . Chromodomain containing proteins is a large group of chromatin-associated proteins with various functions, where the HP1 subfamily is distinguished by the presence of another conserved chromodomain-related domain at the C-terminal end known as the chromoshadow domain (Aasland and Stewart 1995) . The HP1 proteins bind to each other via the chromoshadow domain (Cowieson et al. 2000) . It is widely believed that further dimer interactions play a role in the spreading of heterochromatin. Moreover, the two chromoshadow domains together form a pit that in turn can interact with other proteins, such as transcriptional corepressors, chromatin remodelling factors and the lamin B receptor, that contain a hydrophobic P £ V £ L motif (Le Douarin et al. 1996; Ye et al. 1997; Smothers and HenikoV 2000; Thiru et al. 2004 ). In human cells there are three members of the HP1 family: HP1 (CBX5), HP1 (CBX1), and HP1 (CBX3) (Lomberk et al. 2006 ). All three HP1 isoforms are concentrated at pericentromeric heterochromatin, but HP1 (CBX1), and HP1 (CBX3) are also found in the euchromatic areas of the human genome (Minc et al. 2000; Vogel et al. 2006; Mateos-Langerak et al. 2007 ).
In S. pombe there are two members of the HP1 family: Swi6 and Chp2 (Thon and Verhein-Hansen 2000; Sadaie et al. 2004; Huisinga et al. 2006 ). In addition, Wssion yeast has two chromodomain protein outside the HP1 family that bind to H3K9Me2/3, namely Chp1 and the H3K9 methyltransferase, Clr4, . Clr4 belongs to the Su(var)3-9 subfamily of histone methyltransferases, an enzyme family with chromo-and SET domains (Rea et al. 2000; Malik and Bhaumik 2010) . The chromodomain proteins are concentrated at the heterochromatic regions of S. pombe (Sadaie et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2008) . Swi6 has functional similarities with HP1 in higher eukaryotes, being a structural component of heterochromatin, and is thus found in quite a large amounts (around 20,000 molecules/cell) (Sadaie et al. 2008) . Chp1 is found together with Tas3 and Ago1 in the RITS complex. This complex is needed for the RNAi machinery, presumably by bringing Ago1 to the site where heterochromatin needs to be established or maintained (see below) ). Chp2 was recently found to associate with the SHREC complex that also contains: the HDAC Clr3, the Zn-Wnger protein Clr1, the nucleosome remodeller Mit1 and Clr2 (Sugiyama et al. 2007; Motamedi et al. 2008) . However, it is unclear whether Chp2 is present in stoichiometric amounts with the other SHREC components, since in the Wrst puriWcation it was not detected (Sugiyama et al. 2007 ). Chp2 is found in limited amounts inside the cell nucleus, estimated to around 200-300 molecules/cell (Sadaie et al. 2008) . Another component of the SHREC complex, Clr2, is also found in a very limited number in the S. pombe cell nucleus (Bjerling et al. 2004 ). ChIP-chip data for the SHREC complex clearly show a discrete association of Clr1 and Clr2 with only the heterochromatic regions while Clr3 binds throughout the genome (Sugiyama et al. 2007 ). These data indicate that Clr3 most likely performs additional functions involved in euchromatic gene regulation outside of the SHREC complex. Indeed, Clr3 regulates many genes (Hansen et al. 2005; Wiren et al. 2005) .
RNAi
In S. pombe the RNAi machinery initiates and maintains the pericentromeric heterochromatin, while there are redundant pathways for heterochromatin establishment in the other heterochromatic parts of the genome. Transcription from repeated DNA sequences at the centromeres, matingtype region and telomeres especially during the S-phase of the cell cycle, triggers the RNAi machinery. This results in the recruitment of chromatin factors such as the H3K9 methyltransferase Clr4 and chromodomain proteins (Chen et al. 2008; Halic and Moazed 2010) . The site of transcription and the subsequent accumulation of siRNA are the nucleation sites for heterochromatin formation. Once seeded, the heterochromatin continues to spread until it reaches a boundary element ( Fig. 1) ). In the centromeric regions, this pathway is essential for the initiation of heterochromatin while there are redundant establishment mechanisms in the mating-type region and the subtelomeric regions. In the mating-type region the recruitment of silencing factors can occur via Atf1/Pcr1 and in the subtelomeric regions Taz1 can initiate Swi6 binding Kim et al. 2004; Kanoh et al. 2005) . The RNAi machinery consists of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Rdr1) that turns ssRNA into dsRNA. These are subsequently cleaved to 21-23 bp long siRNA by Dicer (Dcr1) and then loaded onto Argonaute (Ago1) in the RITS complex (Halic and Moazed 2010) . The role of the small RNAs in setting up repressive chromatin structures have been described in fungi, plants, Drosophila and mammalian cell lines (Moazed 2009 ). Budding yeast, however, lacks the RNAi machinery; the genome does not contain homologues of Dicer or Argonaut (Table 1) . Furthermore, it was recently shown that Dicer in S. pombe is localised to the nuclear periphery, coating the inside of the nuclear membrane although not colocalising with the heterochromatic regions (Emmerth et al. 2010) . Clustering of the telomeres, but not attachment to the nuclear membrane is dependent on the RNAi machinery, indicating that the siRNA are needed for higher order chromatin structures to form in S. pombe (Hall et al. 2003) . Interestingly, an unidentiWed RNA component is important for higher order chromatin structures to form in mouse cells (Maison et al. 2002) . Moreover, several long non-coding RNA recruits remodelling factors to set up repressive chromatin structures, for example Kcnq1ot1 that is involved in imprinting of the Kcnq1 chromosomal domain (Pandey et al. 2008) . In addition, non-coding RNAs are structural components of the X-chromosome dosage compensation mechanisms; Xist RNA is covering the inactivated X-chromosome in female mammals while roX RNA is coating the male X-chromosome in Drosophila (Ilik and Akhtar 2009; Senner and BrockdorV 2009 ).
Boundary elements
The border between euchromatin and heterochromatin is often very sharp due to boundary elements. These elements have the capacity to act as shields protecting genes from both spreading of nearby heterochromatin, as well as preventing the spread of euchromatin into heterochromatin regions disrupting important structures. Boundary elements frequently contain binding sites for diVerent factors, for example tRNA transcription factors in yeast and mammals (Lunyak 2008 ) (see below). One example of a well-studied boundary element is in the chicken -globin locus, where the 5'HS4 element is a sharp transition point between H3K4Me and H3K9Me histone modiWcations (Litt et al. 2001) . In S. pombe, boundary elements surrounds both the pericentromeric and mating-type heterochromatin, and speciWc histone modiWcations are important for the boundary function. In Wssion yeast strains lacking the demethylase Lsd1 or the Jumonji domain protein Epe1, the pericentromeric heterochromatin spreads outside of the boundary elements (Zofall and Grewal 2006; Lan et al. 2007) . The mechanism by which Epe1 aids in boundary formation is not fully understood, since the Jumonji domain in the protein lacks demethylase activity (Zofall and Grewal 2006) . The boundary elements at the centromeres are clusters of tRNA genes and in two of the three centromeres there are also two inverted repeats surrounding the heterochromatin Cam et al. 2005 ). In the mating-type region (mat2/3) of Wssion yeast, the boundary elements consist of two inverted repeats, IR-L and IR-R, which separate the heterochromatin from the surrounding euchromatin (Fig. 1) . These boundary elements are 100% identical over a 2.1 kb region. Upon deletion of these elements euchromatin can spread into the normally silent region and hence reporter genes inserted in this area are expressed . In a situation when deletion of IR-L and IR-R is combined with the simultaneous overexpression of the Swi6 protein, the heterochromatin spreads out into the normally euchromatic area (Noma et al. 2001) . These two investigations demonstrate the importance of these boundary elements in separating the euchromatin from heterochromatin. Deletions of the boundary elements result in a blended chromatin at the edges of the mat2/3 region instead of the sharp borders seen in wild-type cells. The boundary elements, IR-L and IR-R, might be a part of a redundant mechanism involved in tethering the matingtype region at the nuclear periphery. They contain a binding site for the polIII transcription factor TFIIIC. The boundary function is dependent on TFIIIC and this transcription factor does cluster together in foci at the nuclear membrane (Noma et al. 2006) . In addition, a recent study also reveals that the genes transcribed by polIII: the tRNA and 5S rRNA genes are frequently located at the nuclear periphery together with heterochromatin (Iwasaki et al. 2010 ). However, there are redundant factors retaining the mating-type region at the nuclear periphery, since upon deletion of the boundary elements the mat2/3 region remains in the proximity of the nuclear membrane although slightly delocalised from its normal position next to the SPB (AlfredssonTimmins et al. 2007 ). In contrast, heterochromatin formation is essential for positioning the mating-type region at the SPB, since upon deletion of the HMT Clr4, the mating-type region is completely delocalised and frequently found in the interior of the cell nucleus (Alfredsson-Timmins et al. 2007 ).
Functional genome organisation in budding yeast
Budding yeast lacks pericentromeric heterochromatin and has its own kind of stable subtelomeric chromatin. In budding yeast this resembles heterochromatin in human and Wssion yeast cells, but contains other components instead of HP1 proteins, namely the Sir proteins (Taddei et al. 2004) . Budding yeast lacks the H3K9Me2/3 mark, but has a similar pattern of acetylated histones in actively transcribed chromatin and less acetylated histones in silent chromatin as in other eukaryotes. Budding yeast also has the histone methylation mark associated with active chromatin, H3K4Me2/3 (Taddei et al. 2004) . The basic nuclear organisation of the chromatin is similar in Wssion and budding yeast with the centromeres attached to the SPB and the telomeres to the nuclear membrane at the opposite end of the nucleus where also the nucleolus is found. In budding yeast many induced genes move towards the nuclear pores in the nuclear membrane (Akhtar and Gasser 2007) . The pores are thought to be transcriptionally active areas of the nuclear periphery whereas the spaces between the pores are repressed regions. A general movement of genes towards the nuclear pores upon activation is presumably restricted to smaller cell nuclei like the budding yeast cell. No studies indicate that such a movement would occur in human cells or in S. pombe. For Wssion yeast, though, we are not able to draw any Wnal conclusions, since too few studies have been made on the movement of genes upon activation.
Functional genome organisation in human cells
The spatial organisation of the genome inside the cell nucleus is highly controlled, but the signiWcance of this organisation and the rules for how it is set up and maintained is still poorly understood. Many studies indicate that in the human cell nuclei the chromosomes are conWned within CTs where each chromosome has its own limited space, although this view has recently been challenged (see below). Chromosomes that are gene dense often have their CT in the centre of the nucleus, while gene poor chromosomes are found at the nuclear periphery. In addition, chromosomes at the vicinity of the nuclear periphery have their active genes towards the nuclear centre. In human cells a network of lamin proteins coat the inner nuclear membrane (Fedorova and Zink 2008) . In both human cells and in D. melanogaster the chromatin at the nuclear periphery, the so-called "lamin associated domains (LADs)", are not necessarily heterochromatic but is distinguished by: low gene density, low transcriptional activation and having low acetylation levels of the histones (Guelen et al. 2008; de Wit and van Steensel 2009) . Consistent with this Wnding, the human HDAC3 is attached to both chromatin and the nuclear envelope by interaction with LAP2 (Somech et al. 2005 ). There are also several genes in human cells that are moved away from the nuclear periphery towards the nuclear centre upon induction (Kosak et al. 2002; Zink et al. 2004; Morey et al. 2008) . Recently a genome-wide mapping of the changes in association with the nuclear membrane during diVerentiation for mouse stem cells to astrocytes was performed (Peric-Hupkes et al. 2010) . This study revealed a high correlation between genes that were activated and moved away from the nuclear membrane. New imaging techniques have challenged the view of chromosomes being conWned to a strict territory. For example, in mouse erythroid cells genes loop out of the CT to transcription factories shared by genes from diVerent chromosomes in the interchromatin space (Osborne et al. 2004 ).
The human cell nucleus can either be viewed as quite rigid with everything in its special place or as a highly dynamic entity with frequent contact between diVerent regions within the nuclear space (Cremer and Cremer 2006; Branco and Pombo 2007) . Currently, there are several diVerent models on how chromosomes are organised inside the human cell nuclei and they are diYcult to unify. In the oldest model, active transcription occurs in specialised interchromosome compartments named interchromosome domains (ICD) (Zirbel et al. 1993) (Fig. 3a) . After transcription had been detected within CTs the chromosome territory-interchromatin compartment (CT-IC) model was launched (Fig. 3b) (Cremer and Cremer 2001) . Here, the interchromatin compartment, were transcription is taking place, is described as a network between CTs but also within CT. These two early models on nuclear organisation also include the formation of higher order chromatin structures. Later on, using electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI), no higher order structures above the 30 nm structure were detected, leading to the proposal of the lattice model of chromatin organisation (Dehghani et al. 2005) . This model describes the interphase nucleus as a meshwork of chromatin Wbres of 10 and 30 nm with an extensive interchromosomal space (Fig. 3c) . Moreover, techniques such as the genome-wide chromosome conformational capture (4C) and cryo-FISH have provided evidence for a greater degree of intermingling of chromosomes than it was previously envisioned (Branco and Pombo 2006; Simonis et al. 2006 ; Zhao et al. 2006) . The intermingling of chromosomes and the colocalisation of these intermingling-sites with active transcription has lead to a fourth interchromosome network (ICN) model (Branco and Pombo 2007) . The ICN model proposes that attachment of chromatin to diVerent nuclear landmarks such as the nucleolus, and the peripheral lamins, as well as interchromosome interactions presumably via transcription factories. These interactions will lead to networks shaping the functional organisation of the mammalian cell nucleus (Fig. 3d) .
Functional genome organisation in Wssion yeast
Labelling of two of the three chromosomes by chromosome paint in S. pombe revealed distinct territories for the chromosomes, much like what is seen in human cells (Fig. 2 ) (Scherthan et al. 1994 ). As mentioned above the heterochromatic regions in Wssion yeast localise in foci at the nuclear periphery, frequently together with the genes transcribed by polIII: the tRNA and 5S rRNA genes (Chikashige et al. 1997; Alfredsson-Timmins et al. 2007; Iwasaki et al. 2010) (Fig. 2) . The centromeres are attached to the SPB, and the mating-type region is closely associated with the centromeres (Chikashige et al. 1997; Alfredsson-Timmins et al. 2007) (Fig. 2) . The telomeres are attached to the nuclear membrane via Bqt3 and Bqt4 at the opposite side of the cell nucleus as compared to the SPB in proximity to the nucleolus (Chikashige et al. 2009) (Fig. 2) . A chromosomal arrangement like this, where the chromosomes are linearly packed side by side in the interphase nucleus, is called the Rabl formation (Cremer and Cremer 2006) . In cells lacking Bqt4 the telomeres are slightly detached from the nuclear periphery without aVecting the chromatin at the telomeres (Chikashige et al. 2009 ). Moreover, the Tf2 retrotransposon elements cluster in 1-3 foci in the cell nucleus and this clustering is dependent on CENP-B proteins .
During normal growth, gene clusters that are repressed by nitrogen and thus having low-acetylation levels of the histones are found at the nuclear periphery (AlfredssonTimmins et al. 2009) (Fig. 2) . This localisation is dependent on the HDAC Clr3, since upon deletion of Clr3 the clusters move to the centre of the cell nucleus. Moreover, it is not only the enzymatic activity of Clr3 that is responsible for the attachment to the nuclear membrane, since an enzymatically inactive protein has an intermediate phenotype between wild type and clr3 (Alfredsson-Timmins et al. 2009 ). Interestingly, the HDAC Clr3 is highly concentrated at the nuclear periphery which leads to the speculation that Clr3 might also have a structural role in keeping these gene clusters at the periphery in addition to its enzymatic role. It is noticeable that these gene clusters have properties similar to the LADs identiWed in human cells (de Wit and van Steensel 2009) . There are no lamins in S. pombe, but there might be integral proteins of the nuclear membrane with similar functions in human and Wssion yeast cells. The gene clusters that are repressed by nitrogen and reside at the nuclear periphery shift in localisation away from the periphery towards the nucleus interior upon induction by nitrogen starvation (AlfredssonTimmins et al. 2009 ). Moreover, the shift in localisation is accompanied by drastic changes in the chromatin with massive nucleosome loss (Kristell et al. 2010) . One interesting possibility is that there might be other gene clusters that also undergo a subnuclear repositioning during activation. In mammalian cells, movements away from the nuclear periphery during gene activation has been detected (PericHupkes et al. 2010) . Another interesting aspect to consider is; what are the driving forces behind the movement of genes during transcriptional activation. In several cases, transcription itself is the driving force, since treating the cells with transcriptional inhibitors prevent the movement upon induction, as seen for example for both the CTCF locus in human cells and the genes induced by nitrogen starvation in S. pombe (Zink et al. 2004; Alfredsson-Timmins et al. 2009 ). Since actin and myosin has been implicated in transcription, it would be fascinating to investigate whether the repositioning during transcriptional activation is motor driven (Gieni and Hendzel 2009) . Perhaps, the actual movement of one gene locus that becomes activated contributes to subsequent activation of other genes nearby.
Conclusion
The past decade has provided us with many insights into the functional organisation of the 3D nucleus, but many questions still remain unsolved. For instance, how rigid is the organisation of the genome within the cell nucleus? Does everything have their own Wxed place where the chromosomes are strictly conWned within their own territories, or is the nucleus a highly dynamic organelle with contact between many diVerent structures and factors within the nuclear space? Is the content of the genome packaged into facultative heterochromatin changing throughout diVerentiation as genes are selectively turned on or oV, or is the movement of chromatin a driving force in promoting celltype identity? Perhaps, it is a combination of both? Furthermore, what function do the heterochromatic areas play in setting up cell structures that inXuence gene expression? Is the physical movement during gene activation driven by motor proteins or are the genes just stochastically shifted to another place in the nucleus and stay there due to high concentrations of transcription components? Some of these questions can be answered by using the genetic power of the Wssion yeast system. For example, questions relating to how heterochromatin organisation inXuences genes that are tethered to a particular compartment of the cell nucleus can be closely investigated in the S. pombe system. Indeed, also the inXuence of facultative heterochromatin on gene regulation can be studied in the Wssion yeast system. For example, is the facultative heterochromatin aggregating inside the nucleus in foci, and is this colocalisation lost upon activation of the genes during meiosis and does this then have an inXuence on the expression of nearby genes? Other questions are; how the repressed regions: the LADs in human cells and the gene clusters induced by nitrogen starvation in Wssion yeast are kept at the nuclear periphery, how do they dissociate upon transcriptional activation? Is this movement of activated genes aVecting the activity of other genes and thus is a part of inducing a whole transcriptional programme? Is the movement necessary for changes in chromatin and transcriptional activation?
